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Overview of the work of the Commission: 

This year the Policy Commission was tasked with giving particular attention to the future of Local 

Government in the aftermath of the coronavirus. 

The commission recognised the exposure of the deep inequalities in our country. 

“Inequalities of power underpin the inequalities in wealth and opportunity. This presents a big challenge to 

our party. How do we open up power to more people?” 

“Can we reshape our society to give people a real voice at work, in their neighbourhoods and over the 

public services they use, so we can build fairer communities, as part of a fairer country? In particular, how 

do we make sure the most vulnerable- those who often have the weakest voice- are able to influence the 

decisions that affect their lives, instead of being subject to decisions taken about them by others? 

Can Labour rebuild trust by showing that we trust people to take back control and have a bigger say 

themselves?” 

“There is evidence to show that more empowered communities are happier and more resilient in dealing 

with the challenges they face. Instead of seeking power for ourselves, should Labour instead seek to 

empower everyone else as part of a more democratic society?” 

 

Principles 

1. Reducing inequalities through the power of local communities by building back better and greener. 

2. Level up held-back areas. 

3. Deliver fair longer-term funding for councils. 

4. Collaborate with local communities to deliver devolution that works. 

5. Create a renewed relationship of equals between central and local government. 

6. Ensure everyone at least receives the Living Wage. 

7. Increase community control over local public owh=nership. 

8. Build the council and social homes our country needs. 

9. Establish new mechanisms to engage locally. 

10. Encourage more diversity of those engaging in local democracy. 


